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Abstract: Multi-head attention, a powerful strategy for Transformer, is assumed to utilize information
from diverse representation subspaces. However, measuring diversity between heads’ representations or exploiting the diversity has been rarely studied. In this paper, we quantitatively analyze
inter-head diversity of multi-head attention by applying recently developed similarity measures
between two deep representations: Singular Vector Canonical Correlation Analysis (SVCCA) and
Centered Kernel Alignment (CKA). By doing so, we empirically show that multi-head attention does
diversify representation subspaces of each head as the number of heads increases. Based on our analysis, we hypothesize that there exists an optimal inter-head diversity with which a model can achieve
better performance. To examine our hypothesis, we deeply inspect three techniques to control the
inter-head diversity; (1) Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion regularizer among representation
subspaces, (2) Orthogonality regularizer, and (3) Drophead as zero-outing each head randomly in
every training step. In our experiments on various machine translation and language modeling tasks,
we show that controlling inter-head diversity leads to the best performance among baselines.
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1. Introduction
Since multi-head attention has been introduced by Vaswani et al. [1], it has become a
standard setting across various Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. Vaswani et al.
have stated that multi-head strategy can collocate information from different representation
subspaces and thus improves the performance of attention mechanism, whereas singlehead attention averages the information. Most of the state-of-the-arts models report
that multi-head attention is helpful to increase their performances, including BERT [2]
and XLNet [3] for language understanding, Transformer [1] for machine translation, and
HIBERT [4] for document summarizing.
Despite its huge empirical success and dominant usage, few studies have explored
the roles of the multi-head strategy to give us a better understanding on how it enhances a
model’s performance. Clark et al. [5] have analyzed attention maps of multi-head attention
and showed that certain heads are relevant to specific linguistic phenomena. Similarly,
Voita et al. [6] has analyzed that certain heads are respectively sensitive to various linguistic
features by using layer-wise relevant propagation. Although these studies imply that
there exists diversity of representation subspaces among multiple heads, their analyses are
mainly focused on linguistic diversity.
In order to inspect essential effects of multi-head attention in representational subspaces, Li et al. [7] have proposed the disagreement score which measures cosine similarity
between two heads’ representation and maximized the disagreement score to diversify
inter-head representations. Li et al. have shown that maximizing the disagreement score
increases performance, which implies that inter-head statistics in multi-head attention are
closely related to the model’s performance. However, disagreement score has its limitation
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since cosine similarity of two random vectors in high dimension are close to 1, as known as
the curse of dimensionality.
To overcome the limitations of previous studies, we seek answers to following three
fundamental questions; (1) Does multi-head strategy diversify the subspace representations
of each head? (2) Can we finely optimize the degree of inter-head diversity without changing model’s architecture? and finally (3) Does controlling inter-head diversity improve a
model’s performance?
We measure the inter-head similarity of multi-head attention with Singular Vector
Canonical Correlation Analysis (SVCCA) [8] and Centered Kernel Alignment (CKA) [9],
as they are recently developed tools to measure similarities of two deep representations.
Applying these similarity measures, we empirically show that the diversity of multi-head
representations does increase as the number of heads increases which is solid evidence
supporting the statement of Vaswani et al. [1] that the multi-head strategy utilizes diverse
representational subspaces. Furthermore, we suggest three techniques to optimize the
degree of diversity among heads without architectural change of a model.
We first focus on trainability of CKA because CKA is differentiable and its gradients
can be easily computed with popular frameworks such as Tensorflow [10]. We adopt
Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) inspired by CKA as an augmented loss in
order to directly diversify the inter-head diversity of a model.
Then, we revisit the orthogonality regularizer that adds disagreement loss [7] between
representations of heads. Surprisingly, opposed to the expectation of Li et al. [7] expected,
we empirically show that the orthogonality regularizer does not force a model’s inter-head
diversity to increase measured in SVCCA and CKA. Instead, we find that it helps a model
by encouraging top-few SVCCA directions to be closer which can be interpreted as core
representations [11].
Lastly, we inspect Drophead method [12] by which a model randomly drops outputs
of each head at training to show that we also can decrease the inter-head diversity without
architectural change. Drophead reduces an effective number of heads at each training
step and hence increases the inter-head similarity, while a model also benefits from the
advantages of Dropout [13].
We test our methods on various tasks including De-En IWSLT17 corpus [14], Zh-En in
UN parallel corpus [15] on machine translation, and also PTB corpus on language modeling.
Our results show that the suggested three methods complement each other and find the
optimal inter-head diversity. The models with our methods achieve higher performances
compared to their baselines in all experiments.
2. Related Works
As the multi-head strategy has shown its strength in many NLP tasks, there have been
several attempts to analyze it with various approaches. By evaluating attention weights
of ambiguous nouns in machine translation, Tang et al. [16] have shown that multi-head
attention tends to focus on ambiguous tokens more than general tokens. Clark et al. [5] and
Raganato et al. [17] also have analyzed attention weights and concluded that each head
plays different roles to understand syntactic features. Voita et al. [6] and Michel et al. [18]
have claimed that most of the heads can be pruned once the model trained as they have
analyzed the multi-head mechanism via layer-wise relevant propagation and ablating
heads respectively.
On the other hand, several works have tried to analyze the similarity between representation spaces of neural networks in favor of achieving interpretability. Li et al. [19] have
proposed alignment methods with a correlation of neurons’ responses and claimed that
core representations are shared between different networks while some rare representations
are learned only in one network. More recently, Raghu et al. [8] have first applied CCA
as a similarity measure and proposed SVCCA in order to pick out perturbing directions
from deep representations, and Morcos et al. [20] have suggested Projection Weighted CCA
(PWCCA) as a method to make SVCCA more reflective to the subspaces of representations
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via projection. Kornblith et al. [9] have proposed CKA as a more robust similarity measure
to small numbers of samples using a normalized index of HSIC with kernel methods.
Towards the interpretability of the deep representation, some studies have utilized similarity measures of deep representations. Maheswaranathan et al. [21] have applied CCA,
SVCCA, and CKA to Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and discovered that the geometry
of RNN varies by tasks, but the underlying scaffold is universal. Kudugunta et al. [22] have
applied SVCCA across languages on multilingual machine translation to show there are
shared representations among language representations. Bau et al. [11] also have applied
SVCCA to identify meaningful directions in machine translation and showed that top-few
directions in SVCCA similarity are core representations since they are critical to a model’s
performance when erased.
Closely related to our orthogonal loss, decorrelation methods have been proposed in
node level [23–25] and in group of nodes level [7,26]. Rodriguez et al. [23], Xie et al. [24],
and Bansal et al. [25] have shown that decorrelating each node through orthogonal constraint can achieve higher performances. Li et al. [7] have applied the decorrelating term to
multi-head attention, which inspires us to use orthogonal constraints in order to control
inter-head diversity. Gu et al. [26] have showed that cosine similarity based constraint in
group of nodes can achieve higher performances, as it improves generalization capacity of
the model.
3. Similarity Measures for Multi-Head Attention
3.1. Multi-Head Attention
Multi-head attention is first suggested by Vaswani et al. [1] as a strategy that diversifies
representation subspaces in order to fully utilize a model’s capability. We briefly review
how single-head and multi-head attention operates.
For single-head attention, an output matrix X 0 ∈ R L×d with its inputs (a query vector
0
q ∈ Rd , a key matrix K 0 ∈ R L×d , and a value matrix V 0 ∈ R L×d ) is computed as follows;
q0 K 0 T
X’ = softmax( √ )V 0 ,
d

(1)

where L is a length of key and value matrix and d is a hidden dimension size. The singlehead attention first computes attention weights by taking softmax function onto similarity
scores between a query vector and key matrix, then finally operates multiplication with
value matrix which can be considered as a pooling operation from a value matrix with the
attention weights.
On the other hand, multi-head attention operates H-many single-head attentions in
parallel with qi ∈ Rdh , Ki ∈ R L×dh , Vi ∈ R L×dh , where qi , Ki , Vi are projections of q, K,
q
V onto smaller dimension dh with weight matrices Wi , WiK , WiV ∈ Rd×dh respectively
for each i-th head. The output of multi-head attention is calculated by concatenating all
outputs of H-many heads followed by final linear projection;
X = [ X1 , ..., X H ]W O ,

(2)

where Xi indicates an output of the i-th head and W O ∈ Rd×d is a weight matrix.
Figure 1 shows examples of self-attention weights in Transformer model. Given the
query word "representation", the single-head attention module outputs attention weights for
other words (a). On the other hand, each head in multi-head attention assigns different
weights for other words as each head has its own weight matrix (b).
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(a) Single-head attention

(b) Multi-head attention

Figure 1. Visualization of attention weights in single-head attention and multi-head attention. Each head in multi-head
attention assigns different weights to each word.

Although it has been believed that multi-head attention diversifies representation
subspaces, measuring the similarity among deep representations of each head has been
rarely studied. Measuring the inter-head similarity requires taking account of heads’
response over the entire dataset. To do so, we adopt the following advanced tools for
measuring similarity of representations in neural networks.
3.2. Singular Vector Canonical Correlation Analysis (SVCCA)
To measure the similarity between two deep representations, Raghu et al. [8] have
amalgamated Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) with Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) into a novel method, Singular Vector Canonical Correlation Analysis (SVCCA).
Raghu et al. [8] has claimed that SVCCA is invariant to affine transform, hence it can
measure the similarity between unaligned deep representations.
SVCCA proceeds in two steps to seek correlation coefficients between two deep
representations with N samples Xi and X j ∈ R N ×d ; (1) SVCCA performs SVD of each
representation to pick out core representations, then (2) computes CCA of the core representations. Resulting SVCCA coefficients ρij are computed as follows;
ρij = max corr ( a T Ui Xi , b T Uj X j ),
a,b

(3)

where Ui and Uj are left orthogonal matrices computed from SVD of Xi and X j respectively.
SVCCA similarity between two deep representations using SVCCA is defined as a mean
value over top SVCCA coefficients with a threshold such that covers all meaningful subspaces. In this paper, we measure inter-head similarity by averaging SVCCA similarity
between two heads over all possible pairs of heads.
3.3. Centered Kernel Alignment (CKA)
Kornblith et al. [9] have introduced Centered Kernel Alignment (CKA) as a similarity
measure between deep representations. The authors have pointed out a limitation of
SVCCA that it is invariant to invertible linear transformation when dimension size exceeds
the number of data, whereas CKA shows robustness regardless of a small number of
data N.
CKA is calculated by normalizing an index of Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) [27] in order to keep invariance to isotropic scaling. For a pair of heads
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Xi = ( xi1 , xi2 ..., xiN ) T and X j = ( x j1 , x j2 ..., x jN ) T , we can define two matrices Kikl = κ ( xik , xil )
and K jkl = κ ( x jk , x jl ) where κ is kernel function. Then HSIC between two heads is computed
as follows;
1
tr (Ki CK j C ),
(4)
HSIC(Ki , K j ) =
( N − 1)2
where C is a centering matrix CN = IN − N1 11T , where 1 is a vector of ones. CKA of a pair
of heads is computed by normalizing HSIC [28,29];
CKA(Ki , K j ) = q

HSIC(Ki , K j )

.

(5)

HSIC(Ki , Ki )HSIC(K j , K j )

Finally, we define inter-head similarity using CKA as an average value over CKA of
every possible pair of heads;
CKAmulti =

1
# of pairs

∑ CKA(Ki , K j ).

(6)

i< j

In this paper, CKA similarity is used as not only a tool for analyzing inter-head diversity as well as SVCCA statistics but also an augmented loss to control inter-head diversity.
4. Methods for Controlling Inter-Head Diversity
In this section, we inspect three methods for multi-head attention to finely control
inter-head diversity in training. Our three methods are architecture-agnostic, task-agnostic,
and able to fine-tune so that they can be easily applied to any existing models with multihead attention.
4.1. HSIC Regularizer
Because Kornblith et al. [9] have demonstrated that CKA robustly performs even with
a small number of samples, we exploit it directly as an augmented loss term to enforce
inter-head representations to be diverse. While SVCCA similarity is inappropriate for
a regularizer term to be used in training because it requires many samples, CKA can
properly operate within samples randomly drawn from a mini-batch. Since CKA is fully
differentiable function and its gradient can be properly back-propagated through neural
networks, we can directly use CKA as an additional loss term in training. As directly
optimizing CKA loss, we expect representational subspaces of multi-head attention to
be diverse.
To prevent high computational cost in training, we only compute HSIC term (Equation (4))
as an augmented loss. Our HSIC regularizer term Lhsic is computed by average of HSIC
values with every possible pair of heads as follows;
Lhsic = λhsic ·

1
# of pairs

∑ HSIC(Xi , Xj ),

(7)

i< j

where Xi is a representation of the i-th head. HSIC is zero when two variables are independent, hence we expect that HSIC regularizer increases inter-head diversity by minimizing
Lhsic in training.
4.2. Orthogonality Regularizer
We also revisit the orthogonality loss [7] which adds disagreement term on between
heads’ representations. The disagreement term can be interpreted as a weak orthogonal
constraint term since it is computed by cosine similarity between Vli and Vlj , where Vli
is the l-th vector in the i-th head. Therefore, the disagreement term orthogonalizes an
orientation through minimizing the cosine similarity. We apply the disagreement term to
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q, K, and V in our model, assuming that it can give variation to inter-head diversity with
SVCCA and CKA.
In line with orthogonality regularization, Bansal et al. [25] have suggested Spectral
Restricted Isometry Property (SRIP) regularization as a stricter orthogonal constraint.
SRIP regularizer minimizes a spectral norm of orthogonality to its target matrix more
strictly because the spectral norm requires all singular values of its target matrix to be close
to 1. Thus, by utilizing both SRIP regularizer and the disagreement regularizer, we suggest
an orthogonality regularizer for multi-head attention as a tool for controlling inter-head
diversity. Our orthogonality term Lortho is computed as follows. We first build Vall by
collecting every l-th vector of value matrix V in every i-th head, Vall = [V0 , ..., Vi , ..., VH ].
Then, we take SRIP of Vall ;
T
Lortho = λortho · σ (Vall
Vall − I ),

(8)

where σ (W ) is the spectral norm of W.
Surprisingly, although Li et al. [7] has claimed that the disagreement regularizer encourages inter-head diversity, we find it slightly decreases inter-head diversity measured
with SVCCA and CKA. However, instead of encouraging inter-head diversity, we observe that the orthogonality regularizer increases top-few SVCCA coefficients that can be
regarded as core representations. We report detailed results and discussion in Section 6.
4.3. Drophead
We also inspect Drophead [12] as the very naive but effective method to control the
diversity. Zhou et al. [12] have introduced Drophead as a regularizing method in order
to reduce overfitting similar to Dropout [13]. Zhou et al. have introduced Drophead as a
method that drops an entire attention head during training and shown that the Drophead
improves the model’s robustness and performance with carefully scheduled dropout rate.
Unlike Zhou et al., we mainly focus on how Drophead controls and diversifies the interhead similarity. We use more naive Drophead method that randomly zero-out each head
in training with a dropout rate γ, a real value ranged from 0.0 to 1.0. Our Drophead only
requires a scalar hyperparameter γ while a model can keep its architecture identical. Also,
our Drophead can be applied to training without additional computational cost.
Drophead reduces the effective number of heads by randomly dropping it out in
training, hence it operates similarly to decreasing number of heads in training and decreases
inter-head diversity. Simultaneously, applying Drophead can benefit the advantages of
Dropout as well as Zhou et al. have shown. In our experiments, Drophead is applied
independently to Dropout.
5. Inter-Head Similarity Analysis
In this section, we investigate how SVCCA and CKA values change with respect to
the number of heads. By analyzing the diversity of representation subspaces, we show
that how SVCCA and CKA reflect the dynamics of inter-head similarity in terms of the
numbers of heads.
5.1. Experimental Details for Similarity Analysis
•

•

Data and Setups: We choose De→En IWSLT17 machine translation task [14] for our
analysis in this section. Training set consists of 223,162 sentences, development set
consists of 8130 sentences, and test set consists of 1116 sentences. To tokenize the
corpus, we use Byte Pair Encoding [30] with a vocabulary size of 16,384. We use
Transformer [1] architectures with various numbers of heads and hidden dimension
sizes for comparison. For all models, we use 6 layers for encoder’s self-attention,
decoder’s self-attention, and encoder-decoder attention modules.
Performances of trained models: Table 1 shows BLEU scores of models with various
hidden dimension sizes and numbers of heads. As represented in Table 1, increasing
hidden size d results in higher BLEU performances with a fixed number of heads,
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although increasing the number of heads does not always assure higher performance
with fixed hidden size.
Table 1. BLEU scores comparison with various hidden size d and number of head H on IWSLT17
De→En corpus.

Hidden Size d
64
128
256
512

1

2

Number of Heads H
4

8

16

26.33
31.30
32.63
33.33

27.47
32.75
33.23
33.42

31.71
33.42
33.90

33.62
33.67

32.69

5.2. Applying SVCCA and CKA
In order to verify whether the multi-head strategy affects models’ representation
subspaces, we examine SVCCA statistics between representations of heads in each model.
To utilize SVCCA and CKA, we collect responses X = [ X 1 , ..., X N ] of each head at the last
layers of three modules (encoder’s self-attention, decoder’s self-attention, and encoderdecoder attention) from development dataset consisting of num_sentence sentences, so that
we have N = num_sentence × token_per_sentence many d-dimensional vectors. We compare
nine models with a number of heads h = {2, 4, 8, 16} and hidden size d = {64, 128, 256, 512}
in order to examine how those architectural parameters change inter-head diversity. We report our results of the last layer of the encoder-decoder attention module only, yet we find
the same tendency through every layer of every module.
5.3. Analysis on Inter-Model Similarity
We first examine SVCCA statistics of representations of five models versus representation of a single-headed model. We compare five models with varying numbers of heads
(H = 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16) and fixed hidden size d as 512.
As shown in Table 2, SVCCA similarities between multi-headed models and a singleheaded model, we can see that the response of a model is getting more dissimilar to a
single-headed model as the number of heads increases. SVCCA coefficient curves also
show similar results in Figure 2. SVCCA coefficients drop more rapidly with large number
of heads in every layer. These results indicate that multi-head strategy can induce a
model to find some representations uncorrelated to a single-headed model while its core
representations remain, as shown as top few SVCCA coefficients are high.
full_random
1_head_512 vs 1_head_512
2_head_512 vs 1_head_512
4_head_512 vs 1_head_512
8_head_512 vs 1_head_512
16_head_512 vs 1_head_512

SVCCA coef value

0.8
0.6
0.4

1.0

full_random
1_head_512 vs 1_head_512
2_head_512 vs 1_head_512
4_head_512 vs 1_head_512
8_head_512 vs 1_head_512
16_head_512 vs 1_head_512

0.8
SVCCA coef value

1.0

0.6
0.4
0.2

0.2
0.0

0.0
0

100

200
300
SVCCA coef idx

400

(a) Encoder’s self-attention

500

0

100

200
300
SVCCA coef idx

400

500

(b) Encoder-Decoder attention

Figure 2. Singular Vector Canonical Correlation Analysis (SVCCA) coefficient curves versus a single headed model.
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Table 2. SVCCA similarities versus a single headed model.

1

2

Number of Heads H
4

8

16

0.448
0.474
0.429

0.407
0.4
0.378

0.374
0.353
0.319

0.272
0.328
0.289

0.202
0.237
0.189

Modules
enc self
dec self
enc-dec

5.4. Does Multi-Head Strategy Diversify a Model’s Representation Subspaces?
Table 3 shows inter-head similarity using SVCCA and CKA of each model. Both interhead similarity measures using SVCCA and CKA show a persistent tendency that the
inter-head similarity of each model decreases as the number of heads increases. On the
other hand, we observe that increasing hidden dimension size d does not meaningfully
affect the inter-head similarity with a fixed number of heads.
In addition to Table 3, we plot SVCCA coefficient curves of inter-head similarity in
Figure 3. With various number of heads H = {2, 4, 8, 16} and fixed dim/head = {32, 64} ((a)
and (b) in Figure 3), we observe that increasing number of heads make SVCCA coefficients
smaller, indicating that inter-head diversity also increases. We also observe the same
tendency with fixed dim ((c) in Figure 3), while we cannot find any consistency of inter-head
similarity with fixed number of heads ((d) in Figure 3). Besides, we observed an interesting
feature of SVCCA similarity curves that well-trained models have steep slopes on top-few
SVCCA coefficients. We later discuss the steepness of top-few SVCCA coefficients in
Section 6. Our analysis of inter-head similarity measured by SVCCA and CKA statistically
support the hypothesis that multi-head attention diversifies deep representations.

SVCCA coef value

0.8
0.6
0.4

full_random
2_head_128
4_head_256
8_head_512

0.8
SVCCA coef value

full_random
2_head_64
4_head_128
8_head_256
16_head_512

0.6
0.4
0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0
0

5

10

15
20
SVCCA coef idx

25

30

0

(a) Models with fixed dim / head 32

0.4
0.2

100
150
SVCCA coef idx

200

(c) Models with fixed dim 512

50

60

0.8
0.7
2_head_512
2_head_128
2_head_64
4_head_512
4_head_256
4_head_128

0.6
0.5

0.0
50

30
40
SVCCA coef idx

0.9
SVCCA coef value

SVCCA coef value

0.6

0

20

(b) Models with fixed dim / head 64

2_head_512
4_head_512
8_head_512
16_head_512

0.8

10

250

0

2

4

6
8
10
SVCCA coef idx

12

14

(d) Top 16 SVCCA coefficients with H = {2, 4}

Figure 3. SVCCA coefficient curves of inter-head similarity.
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Table 3. Inter-head similarity with various numbers of heads and hidden dimension.

Models

Dim/Head

SVCCA

CKA

2_H_64_d
2_H_128_d
2_H_512_d

32
64
256

0.793
0.712
0.559

0.553
0.488
0.344

4_H_128_d
4_H_256_d
4_H_512_d

32
64
128

0.504
0.541
0.560

0.277
0.309
0.277

8_H_256_d
8_H_512_d

32
64

0.346
0.419

0.143
0.197

16_H_512_d

32

0.252

0.117

6. Experiments on Controlling Inter-Head Similarity Methods
To examine how our methods affect multi-head attention, we analyze inter-head
similarity statistics on De→En machine translation task with IWSLT17 corpus. We also
report our results through extensive experiments on machine translation and language
modeling tasks to empirically verify that our methods can make a model achieve higher
performance than its baseline model.
6.1. Experimental Details
•

•

Data and Setups: We test our proposed methods on machine translation tasks with
De-En WMT17 corpus [31], Ru-En UN corpus, and Zh-En UN corpus [15]. For WMT17
and UN corpus, we sample 2.5 M sentences randomly from each training set for training and use the whole development/test sets, similar to the setup of Voita et al. [6].
Each corpus has development set consisting of 16,573 and 4000 sentences respectively
and test set consisting of 3004 and 4000 sentences respectively. We also test our methods on a language modeling task with the Penn Treebank corpus [32]. We follow the
rest of details as mentioned in Section 5
Model architectures: We set a baseline model as an encoder-decoder Transformer with
6 layers, 512 hidden size, and 8 heads for every machine translation task. For language
modeling, we use only the decoder part of Transformer only with 2 layers, 256 hidden
sizes, and 4 heads. For each model named with ORTHO and HSIC, we add each
regularization term Lortho and Lhsic to Transformer’s default loss term. We choose
the value of hyperparameters Drophead rate, λortho and lambdahsic by grid search on
De→En IWSLT17 task; Drophead rate= 0.1, λortho = 1.0, and λhsic = 10−7 . We apply
the same values for other models.

6.2. Analysis on Controlling Inter-Head Diversity
We report the performances of our suggested methods in Table 4 and the controlled
inter-head similarity with our suggested methods in Table 5. We also plot SVCCA coefficient
curves in Figure 4.
With Drophead, all models show increased inter-head similarity compared to the
baseline. As γ increases to 0.0 to 0.5, inter-head similarity indeed increases to 0.397 to 0.709,
indicating that Drophead affects inter-head similarity by reducing the number of effective
heads as desired. We observe this clear tendency by comparing SVCCA coefficient curves
(a) in Figure 4 to (b) in Figure 3. The curve of 8_H_512_d with γ = 0.3 is very similar to
that of 4_H_256_d, and as the rate increases γ = 0.5, the curve becomes similar to that of
the model with fewer heads 2_H_128_d.
In addition, as opposed to the expectation of Li et al. [7] have expected, we find
that the orthogonality loss does not diversify inter-head similarity. For +ORTHO and
+HSIC, every model shows average disagreement score [7] as 0.999, which implies that
two vectors from different heads are orthogonal. However, instead of diversifying, the
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orthogonality loss slightly increases inter-head similarity measured in both SVCCA (from
0.397 to 0.420) and CKA (from 0.199 to 0.366). Nevertheless, the model only with the
orthogonality loss performs better than a baseline as it records 34.03 BLEU score (+ ORTHO
ONLY in Table 4). We suspect that the performance improvements are caused by steep rises
of top-few SVCCA coefficients. The affects of the orthogonality loss on top-few SVCCA
coefficients are depicted in (b) and (d) in Figure 4 (as comparing curves of baseline, ortho 0.1,
ortho 1.0, and ortho 10.0). The orthogonality regularizer makes the heads similar to each
other in a prime direction while sustaining other directions diverse, hence it makes the
model robust to both general features and rare features.
Lastly, we observe that HSIC regularizer directly enforces each head to be diverse
as shown in both Table 5 and (c) in Figure 4. While the other two methods increase interhead similarity, HSIC regularizer is the only method to diversify inter-head similarity
without modifying a model’s architecture. Although increasing number of heads H also
diversify inter-head similarity, it has a critical downside that architectural modification
must be accompanied.
Table 4. BLEU evaluation with controlled inter-head similarity on En-De IWSLT17 corpus.

Language Pairs

Models
Baseline Transformer
+ DROPHEAD ONLY
+ ORTHO ONLY
+ HSIC ONLY
+ ALL

De→En

En→De

33.67
34.26
34.03
34.43
34.53

29.76
30.13
30.27
30.32
30.38

Table 5. Controlled inter-head similarity with suggested methods.

Models

SVCCA

CKA

Baseline Transformer

0.397

0.199

+ DROPHEAD
+ DROPHEAD
+ DROPHEAD

0.1
0.3
0.5

0.415
0.534
0.709

0.207
0.317
0.527

+ ORTHO
+ ORTHO
+ ORTHO

0.1
1.0
10.0

0.408
0.407
0.420

0.208
0.223
0.366

+HSIC
+HSIC
+HSIC

10−8
10−7
10−6

0.364
0.338
0.325

0.182
0.158
0.125

6.3. Quantitative Evaluation
We report BLEU scores on every language pairs in Tables 4 and 6. These results
support our hypothesis that a multi-head attention model can extend its own capability
by controlling inter-head diversity with our suggested methods. Models with all three
suggested methods applied (+A LL) show the best performances on every language pair.
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Figure 4. SVCCA coefficient curves of inter-head similarity with controlling methods.
Table 6. BLEU evaluation on various language pairs with controlled inter-head similarity on WMT17
corpus and UN corpus.

Models
Baseline Transformer
+ D ROPHEAD ONLY
+ O RTHO ONLY
+ HSIC ONLY
+ ALL

De→En

En→De

31.47
31.69
31.63
31.57
31.76

25.69
25.73
25.86
25.89
25.91

Language Pairs
Ru→En En→Ru
52.68
52.90
52.92
52.89
53.02

44.62
44.82
44.86
44.82
45.23

Zh→En

En→Zh

52.21
52.60
52.55
52.54
52.69

47.08
47.09
47.28
47.16
47.33

We also verify the effect of our suggested methods on language modeling task in order
to show that our methods can be applied to tasks other than machine translation. Table 7
shows perplexity score on language modeling task with PTB corpus. As well as on the
encoder-decoder Transformer, our methods applied to the decoder-only Transformer also
increases its performance on the language modeling task. Applying +HSIC ONLY shows
the best performance, even better than applying all methods. Nevertheless, all of our
methods clearly improve the perplexity of the decoder-only Transformer. The experimental
results show that our methods can easily be applied to various model architectures that use
multi-head attention. Note that our suggested methods and our analyses in Section 5 do
not relate to the size of the model (i.e., the hidden size or the number of layers). We strongly
believe that our methods can be applied to larger language models such as BERT [2] or
XLM-R [33], because they also exploit the multi-head attention as the same way as the
Transformer model in our experiments.
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Table 7. Perplexity with controlled inter-head similarity on PTB language modeling.

Models

Perplexity

Baseline Transformer
+ DROPHEAD ONLY
+ ORTHO ONLY
+ HSIC ONLY
+ ALL

120.38
102.72
102.62
101.89
102.07

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we analyze the inter-head similarity of multi-head attention using
SVCCA and CKA to unveil representation of each heads’ subspaces. We show an empirical proof that multi-head attention diversifies its representations as the number of heads
increases. Based on our observation, we hypothesize that there is an optimal degree of
inter-head diversity that fully utilizes a model’s capability. Then, we introduce three methods to control the degree of inter-head diversity; (1) HSIC regularizer, (2) the orthogonality
regularizer revisited, and (3) Drophead method. The three methods are all able to fine-tune
the inter-head diversity without architectural change. We show that HSIC regularizer
diversifies the inter-head diversity and Drophead works the other way, whereas the orthogonality regularizer gathers the core representations of multi-head attention. Finally,
we empirically show that controlling inter-head diversity can make the model utilize its
own capability better resulting in higher performances on various machine translation and
language modeling tasks. Our methods to control inter-head diversity can be easily applied
to every model that uses multi-head attention including Transformer, BERT, and XLNet.
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